Extreme Performance.
As demand for perishable products grows worldwide, organizations seek more efficient and effective solutions to manage and track temperature-sensitive products through the supply chain. Even as they are required to maintain the proper temperature for cold storage, they also need to keep computer equipment warm enough to perform at optimal capacity. The heated operating case for Janam’s XG3 rugged gun-shaped mobile computer is specially designed to address this challenge and enables mobile workers to make better use of technology in extremely cold temperatures.

Built to Survive in Cold Storage Environments.
Freezing temperatures will no longer affect productivity and performance. With Janam’s heated operating case, the XG3 is resistant to the most extreme refrigerator, freezer, cooler and chiller conditions that often slow computing processing speeds, freeze displays and decrease battery life. The heated operating case also eliminates the challenges associated with heavy condensation that is created when a mobile worker moves from a cold environment to hot and humid conditions.

Designed with the user in mind, the XG3 includes carefully selected features to ultimately redefine mobility in the workplace. With Janam’s heated operating case, the XG3 is resistant to the most extreme refrigerator, freezer, cooler and chiller conditions that often slow computing processing speeds, freeze displays and decrease battery life. The heated operating case also eliminates the challenges associated with heavy condensation that is created when a mobile worker moves from a cold environment to hot and humid conditions.

Janam’s XG3 gun-shaped, rugged mobile computer with heated operating case is ergonomically designed for user comfort and optimized for scan-intensive, extended shift use. It is built to withstand the rigors of all-day, every-day use in cold storage freezers and coolers, food processing and packaging facilities, and other workspaces with extremely cold temperatures.

The right features. The right price.
- Lightest industrial-grade mobile computer in its class- under 22 ounces
- Ergonomically designed for user comfort
- Android™ or Windows® Embedded Handheld
- Brilliant 3.5-inch display
- High performance barcode scanning
- Multiple 6'/1.8m drops to concrete; IP65 sealing
- Sealed to IP65 standards
- Wi-Fi and Bluetooth
- Support for Voice Over IP (VoIP)
- UL-certified for hazardous locations
- Heated operating case is powered by 4x 1.5 volt AA batteries